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Topic and domain: Solvelets are tutors for learning to program in C++ [1]. They step the learner through
all three stages of solving a problem: algorithm development, program design and coding. The learner
starts with the statement of a problem and ends with a complete and correct program for the problem
statement. So, solvelets promote computational thinking.
Pedagogical activity and feedback: Solvelets elicit the algorithm using selection operation, e.g., selecting
the type of control statement to compute output data from input data. They have the learner design the
program using selection and location operations, e.g., locate where the output data must be computed
from input data in the code canvas. They have the learner use coding operation to write the code for the
designed algorithm and program. The tutors interleave algorithm development, program design and
coding in an epistemic manner and provide scaffolding through all three stages. They provide immediate
feedback at abstract, concrete and bottom-out levels at each step, ensuring that the learner is never
trapped at an impasse. During coding, they enforce good programming practices such as writing control
statements shell-first and using data types consistently. The outer loop of the tutors steps the students
through successive problems and is adaptive.
Instrumentation and evaluation: Each solvelet reports every selection, location and coding action of the
learner, along with the feedback provided to the learner. Analysis software codes these actions and
counts them to determine whether the learner improves with practice. Solvelets have been evaluated
since fall 2019. The results show that practicing with solvelets helped learners solve subsequent
problems with fewer erroneous actions and in less time.
Implementation and novel technologies: Model-based reasoning is used for domain modeling, which
makes it easy to add new problems and new types of problems. The student model is built as an overlay
of the knowledge model and is used for adaptation. The tutor model uses schema to declaratively
represent the pedagogy, which can be changed or enhanced with minimal effort. It uses bug libraries to
diagnose the learner’s code.
Related work: Several programming tutors have been
developed that cover all three stages of solving a
problem: algorithm development, program design
and coding, including LISP Tutor [2], PROUST [3],
BRIDGE [4], GPCEditor [5], [6,7] and J-Latte [8].
Unlike the previous tutors, solvelets scaffold rather
than diagnose the learner’s algorithm and program
design. They use comments instead of graphic
representation for algorithms. They provide
immediate feedback. They are the first to address
C++.
Plans for availability: The tutors are currently
available for C++, for sequence, selection and posttest loops at the site solvelets.org. They are free for educational use.
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